QUICK START GUIDE

ScottsHandy Green
Scotts®Handy
GreenIIII
Hand-Held Broadcast Spreader
The Scotts® Advantage:

• Holds up to 4,000 sq. ft. of Scotts® Lawn Products (fertilizer, seed, granulars)
• Ergonomically designed, reduces wrist fatigue

Spreader Details:
Ergonomic Wrist Rest
Rustproof Hopper
Rate Adjuster (to set spreader)
On/Off Trigger Control
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Crank
Rotary Spreader Disk
Agitator

Quick Start Instructions:
1. Fill hopper with Scotts® Turf Builder® product
2. Reach hand through ergonomic
wrist rest to grasp trigger.

Directions For Use
SPREADER SETTINGS
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3. Adjust orange rate adjuster to correct setting

Fertilizer

based on the product being applied.
(See chart at right)

4. To apply product, begin walking at a

steady pace, then squeeze and hold
trigger with left hand while turning crank
with right.
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Ice Melt
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Heavy

To increase application rate, adjust
spreader setting to a higher number.
Application rates may vary depending
on crank and walking speed.

5. When finished, sweep any stray particles from
hard surfaces back onto lawn area.
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QUICK START GUIDE

Scotts® Handy Green II Hand-Held Broadcast Spreader
Application Tips
For Rectangular Lawns:

Apply two header strips across
each end for a turning area.  Then
apply back and forth in the longest
direction.

For Irregular-Shaped Lawns:

Apply one header strip around the
entire lawn for a turning area, then
apply back and forth.

Spreader Overlap:

To avoid streaks or misses, overlap
spreader patterns approximately
1-1/2 feet (50cm). Do not leave
spreader open when making turns.
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Clean Up

Never leave unused product
in the spreader. Pour leftover
material back into the package
and seal the package tightly.

Clean up any overage on hard
surfaces. If product lands on any
hard surface such as a driveway,
sidewalk, or road, sweep the
product back onto the lawn
to keep it from being washed
into the storm sewers and
ultimately surface waters.

Clean spreader after use

to maintain proper operation.
Perform cleaning over lawn.
Do not allow product and /or
rinse water to enter storm drains
or sewers.
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